IGF Policy Network on Artificial Intelligence
Multistakeholder Working Group

1st meeting in 2024

24 April 2024 at 12:30 UTC
Agenda

1. Opening
2. PNAI Work plan for 2024
3. PNAI sub-groups for 2024
4. Next steps
5. Closing and any other business
Opening

Amrita Choudhury and Audace Niyonkuru, PNAI facilitators
PNAI Work plan for 2024
2024 goals

- **Strengthen** global collaboration on AI and related aspects of data governance, provide input to the global AI policy and regulatory dialogue
- **Promote** debates on AI global governance and the ethical, social, economic, technical, and environmental sustainability of AI systems
- **Identify** AI governance frameworks, principles, policies, and good practices being developed, with focus on the Global South
- **Bring** the IGF’s community together, gather and synthesize knowledge
- **Build** on 2023 PNAI report and discussions, create synergies

**DELIVERABLES**

- **2024 PNAI Policy Brief**
  - Input to AI governance consultations
- **PNAI Community Dialogues** = Webinars
  - Presence in **IGF community key events**
2024 PNAI Policy Brief

- Assess regulations, best practices, ethical principles, guidance and actionable measures to be considered in AI governance frameworks
- Summarize key learnings and PNAI work in 2024, give recommendations
- Build on the 2023 PNAI report
- Clear, concise, easy to read
- Finalized before IGF 2024 Annual meeting in December 2024

AI governance, Interoperability, and Good practices

Environmental Sustainability and the AI value chain

Liability as a mechanism for ensuring AI accountability

Labour issues within AI’s life cycle
How we organize

PNAI Multistakeholder Working Group
PNAI MWG

Sub-groups

• Planning, organization, strategy, making decisions
• Guiding and helping sub-groups

• Focus on specific topic, smaller groups
• Content discussion
• Learning, exploration, dialogue
• Contributions to the PNAI Policy Brief
Meetings

MWG MEETINGS

• For everyone
• 1 hour regular meetings
• Updates from Sub-groups
• Invitations through PNAI mailing list

SUB-GROUP MEETINGS

• For sub-group members (open to everyone)
• Focus on content dialogue
• Teams decide frequency & duration
• Invitations through PNAI mailing list

COMMUNITY DIALOGUE

• Longer content discussion
• For everyone
• ‘Interactive webinars’ on specific topic
• Organized when needed
• Invitations through PNAI mailing list
PNAI sub-groups for 2024
Four sub-group topics proposed in the Work Plan

- ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY AND THE AI VALUE CHAIN
- AI GOVERNANCE, INTEROPERABILITY AND GOOD PRACTICES
- LIABILITY AS A MECHANISM FOR ENSURING AI ACCOUNTABILITY
- LABOUR ISSUES WITHIN AI’S LIFE CYCLE
Next steps

- Sign up to Sub-groups
- Sub-group team-leads will invite / Doodle the first meetings
- Make sure you have registered to PNAI mailing list!

Next MWG meeting planned for 30th May – registration to open soon!

Meeting registration and all materials: https://intgovforum.org/en/content/pnai-materials
Thank You
Merci
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